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Abstract : Charmonium and strangeness production in collisions induced by 
ultrarelativistic sulfur or silicium ions is reviewed. A suppression oi 
charmonium production and a strangeness enhancement are observed. Predicted 
as potential signatures of the quark gluon plasma formation, their interpretation 
is still very much debated. The status of the discussion will be given as well as 
the expected evolutions with the forthcoming Pb beams. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The main object of ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions is the discovery of the 

quark-gluon plasma (QGP), a new state of strongly interacting matter. During the past 

eight years, an intense research in that field has been possible, thanks to the heavy ion 

beams available at CERN and Brookhaven. Many potential signals of this transient 

QGP state have been proposed, observed, largely debated and controverted. Among 

them, the suppression of J/\|/ and the enhancement of strange hadron production 

have been in the heart of the discussions. I will summarize our experimental 

knowledge of these suggested signatures and try to give a review of their present 

theoretical interpretation although no unified picture has emerged. More details can 

be found in the proceedings of the Quark Matter Conferences. 

2. CHARMONIUM STATE PRODUCTION 

Following an original idea of Matsui and Satz V, the production of resonant states 

of the cc system, such as vector mesons J/\|/ or \\r' should be suppressed in a QGP 

because of Debye colour screening. This effect is expected to be stronger at low 

transverse momentum because the cc pair will not have left the plasma before the 

resonance formation. It is also expected to be stronger for \j/' than for J/\|/ due to the 

larger y7 radius which favours the screening effect. 

2.1. Experimental results 

J/\|/ production has been measured at CERN by the NA38 collaboration with O and 

S beams at 200 GeV/nucleon. The J/\|/ meson is studied through its decay channel into 

two muons and its production is compared to that of dimuons in the mass continuum 

with an invariant mass between 1.7 and 2.7 GeV/c2 and a rapidity between 3 and 4. 

The main results are summarized hereafter : 

• The ratio Bay/w/o"Cont °^ ^ e production cross-sections of ]/\\r and continuum events 

decreases with the centrality of the collision estimated from the transverse energy 

E 0 y 2'3). B is the branching ratio for J/\j/ decay into two muons. 

• The ratio Boj/\i//°"cont saturates at high E Q j 3). 

• It is the energy density e which is the relevant parameter to relate Bay /vj//°"cont ^o r 

different target-projectile systems (fig.l). The energy density is derived from the 

Bjorken estimate 4) following a procedure described in 5) . It is estimated from the 

measured E 0 j and from the modelized initial volume. 

• J/\|/ suppression is stronger at low transverse momentum p 3>6). 

• The effect of nuclear matter on the p„-distribution is stronger for J/\|/ than for 

continuum events. 

All these results have been extensively discussed and presented. I have selected here 

fig.l which summarizes a part of what is called "the J/\|/ suppression". More details can 

be found in the review talk of ref. 7^. 
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More recent results concerning Y production have been reported 8h xj/* production 
is compared to that of ]/y. It has been observed that : 
• v ' is more suppressed than J/\j/ when going from pW and pU to SU collisions 
(table 1). 

Table 1 - Ratio of production cross-sections of Y anc* J /¥ 

System B'oy/Boj/y ± Astat± ASyst (%) 

pW 
pU 
SU 

1.66 ±0.20 ±0.13 
1.89 ±0.40 ±0.15 
0.90 ±0.09 ±0.10 

• For SU, \j/' suppression increases more with the centrality of the collision than J/\|/ 
suppression (fig.2). 
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Fig.2 - Ratio of the cross-sections 
of Y and ]/\f for SU as a function 
of the neutral transverse energy. 

2.2. Comparison with proton-induced collisions and discussion 
These observations are expected if a QGP is formed. However more conventional 

explanations have been proposed and extrapolated from the physics of proton- and 
pion- induced collisions. The occurence of new and more precise experimental results 
9,10) n a s indeed favoured this evolution. I will thus review the main features of the 
comparison between pAt and ApAt collisions for charmonium state production. 
- There is no discontinuity of the pj-distribution of J/yr between pAt and ApAt 
collisions. This is for instance shown on fig.3 where the mean square angular 
momentum <pT

2> of the J /y pT-distribution is plotted as a function of Li, mean length 
of nuclear matter in the initial state. Li is defined following ref. 11). On the figure, 



NA38 data are compared to those from NA3 n> and to the case of pC 12>. There is a 
linear dependence of <pT

2> with Lj Which is well understood in terms of initial state 
interactions u ^ \ that is of multiple elastic scattering of the gluon of the projectile on 
the nucléons of the target (and vice versa) before the formation of the cc pair. This 
increases <pT

2> proportionally to the amount of traversed matter 16>. Inelastic 
scattering of quarks instead of gluons should be 9/4 times smaller 15). This explains 
why the effect of nuclear matter on continuum events is weaker 1 6 \ 
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- There is no discontinuity of J/\ff production cross-sections o\. (ApAt) between pAt 

and ApAt collisions. On fig.4, it is the cross-section per nucléon o \ . (ApAt)/ApAt 

which is plotted, as a function of the mean length of matter L in the final state. The 

plot is given at 200 GeV incident energy and the values measured at different energies 

are corrected for their Vs~ dependence following relation (1) from ref.17) : 
a j / V

( A P A t ) a exp(-14.5MJ/v/ViJ (1) 

where Vs~is the center of mass energy and M . = 3.097 GeV/c2. The correction factor 
ranges from 0.5 to 1.5. Another correction of 7% has been applied to NA38 values in 
order to extrapolate the measured cross-section to all positive xf values. Finally, cos0Cs 
range is taken between -1 to +1, where 6Cs is the Collin-Soper decay angle of the muon 
pair. A uniform cosGcs distribution is assumed when a correction due to limited 
acceptance is needed. The cc pair having an equal probability of being produced all 
along the path in the nucleus, L is taken equal to Li. The exponential behaviour as a 
function of L, gives an effective absorption cross-section of J/\j/ in nuclear matter 
Cabs = 5.9 ±1.4 mb for a nuclear density p0 = 0.14 nucleon/fm3. 

A possible isospin effect may be present in the case of the hydrogen target. This 
could explain the smaller "absorption" observed by NA3 experiment when comparing 
pPt to pp 17). 
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the final state. 
as a function of the length of matter in 

The meaning of the absorption cross-section as obtained here has been very much 
controverted. It has been objected 18) that, taking into account the Lorentz boost of the 
initial cc as compared to the matter, the final resonance should be formed far away 
from the nucleus and it is the point-like cc which should cross the matter. The 
effective absorption cross-section should thus be small and should depend on the 
incident energy which is not the case, to the precision of the present data. 

Other effects have been proposed to account for the suppression. Final state 
interactions of J/\|/ with comovers has the same L-dependence than nuclear absorption 
18>. It depends, of course, on the life-time of the hadron gas and should have minor 
influence in the case of pAt collisions. The influence of shadowing has also been 
considered 21^. For the existing data, the x2 value of the longitudinal momentum of 

the parton of the projectile ranges from .15 to .01 and some shadowing of the gluon 
structure function is expected. However, its proposed parametrisation 19,20) a n c j the 
resulting x2-scaling which should be observed is in contradiction with the 

independence of the effective absorption cross-section with the center of mass energy. 
- There is also a L scaling for the ET-dependence of J/y suppression. This has been 
shown in ref. 16) and is confirmed by the new results from NA38 [3] . On fig.5, an 
exponential fit is performed on SU data and gives oabs = 6.6 ±1.1 mb. For comparison, 
the cross-section/nucleon for pAt collisions at 800GeV and pAt collisions at 125 GeV 
are added to the figure after an arbitrary normalisation of the W cross-section to the 
exponential curve. There is clearly no discontinuity with SU as confirmed by the 
similar values of aabs of fig.4 and 5. 
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In the case of SU collisions the Lorentz boost of J/\|f as compared to matter is small 
and it is the final resonance which is expected to interact with the nucleus. The 
surprising feature is thus the observation of the same effective absorption cross-
section for pAt and ApAt collisions. 
- Contrary to J/yr, y/ exhibits a different behaviour between pAt and ApAt collisions. 
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Fig.6 - Ratio of the production 
cross-sections of \|/' and J / y as a 
function of the length of matter 
in the final state. Open symbols 
are NA38 data. 
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On fig.6, the ratio B'ov^/B o\ . measured by NA38 is plotted as a function of L and 
compared to other pAt data (At = p,C,Li,Be) 21*. Minor corrections due to the -/s-
dependence of the cross-sections following relation (1) and to the feeding of J / y from 
the \j/' and the % as measured in ref. 22> are included. The A-dependence of the cross-
section appears to be similar for \|/' and ]/\f as also observed in ref. 1°) for pAt 
collisions. This is not the case of SU collisions. 

These contrasted behaviours of J/v|/ and \f' have triggered new theoretical 
developments. As explained above, if it is the point-like cc pair which crosses the 
target nucleus in p-induced collisions, the effect of nuclear matter will be similar for 
J/\|/ and \j/' 23'24>. To account for the "suppression", a possible absorption of the colour 
octet embrionic cc state is considered in ref. 24) while shadowing is needed in ref. 2 3 \ 
For SU collisions, it is the fully grown resonances that will experience the matter and 
absorption will be stronger for j / y than for \j/'. This explanation, although attractive in 
describing the relative behaviour of J/\j/ and i|/', does not account for the observed L-
scaling of the J/y. 

J/\j/ suppression has been very much discussed for nearly a decade and the debate is 
not yet over, thanks to the new y ' data. We still lack for a general description of all 
experimental observations. However, striking regularities or discontinuities do exist 
in the data and have to be checked with heavier projectiles and at higher energies. 
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Today, we don't know yet if charmonium resonances are sensitive to the nature of the 
matter in heavy ion collisions. 

3. STRANGENESS PRODUCTION 
A decade ago, enhanced production of strange particles, and especially of strange 

anti-baryons, was proposed as a potential signature fer QGP formation in 
ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions 27>. This suggestion results from an enhanced 
strange quark production and a related fast equilibration of strange quark flavour in a 
QGP. 

1 - Review of experimental results. 
Strange hadrons have been measured at Brookhaven with O and Si beams at 14.5 

GeV/nucleon and more recently with Au beams and at CERN with 200 GeV/nucleon 
O and S beams. Results are available from large scale electronic detectors. 

It has been observed that the production of all strange mesons and baryons is 
enhanced when going from pAt to ApAt collisions and increases with centrality. This 
is the case for all studied systems both at CEKN and BNL with the exception of O + Au 
reaction 2 8 \ Data have been published for charged and neutral kaons, lambdas, 
antilambdas, cascades, anticascades, omegas and even for the hidden strangeness § 
vector meson 29>. 
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For instance, on fig.7, the K + / K + ratio 3U> is plotted as a function of rapidity. It increases 
with increasing collision centrality and increasing mass of target and projectile, with 
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the apparition of some saturation for the Au system. The centrality dependence is also 
shown on fig.8 for the 0 meson 31,32) studied at CERN. Here, the <J> production is 
compared to that of low mass vector meson p + a> and centrality is estimated from the 
projectile participant number. 
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A challenging feature of SW collisions studied at CERN is the increase of doubly 
strange anti-cascades 33'34) (fig.9) and ev«n more so of Q and Q.35) baryons. 

Finally, it seems that <|) production, when compared to dimuons in the mass 
continuum (the same reference as for J/'F) is less increased for OU collisions than for 
SU collisions 36> (fig.lOa). <j) mesons are measured at high PT ( > 1.15 GeV/c) and in the 
restricted rapidity window between 3 and 4. 
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2. Discussion 
These results are clearly not in agreement with an independent superposition of 

nucleon-nucleon collisions. This for instance has been shown by NA35 experiment. 
For SS and SAg collisions, they estimate that about 20 additional ss pairs are produced 
as compared to a simple extrapolation from NN collisions 36). This enhancement is 
observed to be present within 1.5 -2 rapidity units from mid-rapidity but not in target 
and projectile fragmentation regions. 



An intriguing feature of strangeness enhancement is the fact that at CERN energy, 
it does not seem to depend on the target mass number but rather on the overlap area 
S_L between target and projectile. This can be seen on fig.lOb where the ratio <j)/cont is 
plotted as a function of S±. There is a nice scaling of the data with Sj_ while it is not the 
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Fig.lO - Ratio of the numbers of <J> and continuum dimuons (1.7 < Muu < 2.7 GeV/e^) 
as a function of a) the energy density b) the overlap area of the collision. 

case when they are plotted as a function of the energy density. The overlaps area Sj_ is 

deduced from the geometrical model of ref. 5). The effect measured for OU collisions is 
small. A similar observation is made for OAu collisions where no enhancement of K 
and A production is detected for O + Au 28). Unfortunately, few data are available with 
O beams and this feature cannot be checked for other systems or other strange 
particles. Finally, it is also supported by the estimation of strangeness enhancement Es 

as explained above. Es is estimated in ref.3") as Es = (<A> + 4 <K,, >)/3<7t " > where <A>, 
o o ° 

<KS>, <TC " > are the mean multiplicities of A, Kg, and TI~. The resulting Es values for 
nucleon-nucleon, proton-nucleus and central SS and SAg are shown on fig.ll. They 
depend only on the size of the projectile, but not on <p->. This feature is not explained 
for the moment. 

Strangeness enhancement can be expected if a QGP is formed in an early stage of 
the system. This is extensively discussed 38-40) a n £ j t ^ e measured multistrange 
baryons and anti-baryons provide useful constraints to the calculations. However 
some uncertainties are present due to the treatment of hadronization process. The 
measured strange baryon rates can also be explained if a semi-equilibrated hadron gas 
is formed at a temperature around 150-200 MeV and with a baryonic chemical 
potential around 200-280 MeV. However, strangeness equilibration time in a hadron 
gas may be estimated larger than the system life-time 41>. And the relative rates of 
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strange and non-strange particles can only be explained if they freeze-out at different 
temperatures 38,42) 

As in the case of charmonium states, before drawing final conclusions, it is 
necessary to show that more conventional hadronic models without QGP are unable 
to account for strangeness production. Efforts are devoted to this question using the 
Relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamic (RQMD)43> model or the Quark Gluon 
String Model (QSGM)44) or the Dual Parton Model (DPM)45). For the moment, the 
reproduction of the experimental data is only approximate. All these ideas will be 
further checked thanks to the different conditions which will prevail with the Pb 
projectiles, i.e. larger volumes and larger baryonic content of the central region. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Strong effects are observed in heavy-ion collisions which were predicted as 
umistakable signals of QGP formation. Nature has turned out to be much more 
involved than expected and the present BNL and CERN data are not clearly sensitive 
to the possible transient formation of a quark-gluon plasma. However, they do suggest 
that we achieve large densities, energy densities and temperatures. In this context, the 
new initial conditions provided by the forthcoming Pb beams at CERN will be 
important for progresses in that field. 

I am grateful to G. Stephans and Ph. Leruste to providing me some figures and to H. 

Strobele for stimulating discussions. 
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